Look Out, Suzy Goose by Petr Horacek

Look Out, Suzy Goose

My Sons Favorite Book

Children are sure to smile as Suzy sets off to the woods in search of peace and quiet — cluelessly evading a trail of hungry critters in her wake.

One afternoon all the geese are honking — except Suzy Goose, who is heading off to escape the noise. Suzy loves being alone in the woods, but the fox (TIPTOE), the wolf (CREEP, CREEP), and the bear (PAD, PAD) on her trail have other things in mind! Bold, energetic illustrations follow Suzy on a suspenseful adventure, saved by a funny near-miss that sends her back to her flock.

Features:
* Click here to view our Condition Guide and Shipping Prices

My Personal Review:
My mom gave this to us earlier this year, and it has been a mainstay of story time ever since. My 2 year old son knows the entire story by heart, and will read us every page. The illustrations are wonderful, and so artistic that it is a real joy reading the book, even for the 1000+ time. We now have to flip-flop flip-flop every time we go out for a walk, and look for any old owls that might be lurking in the woods. Its a great book!!!
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